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very little conjugation is present in the remaining ring systems. 
The C(IO)-C(11) and the C(2)-C(3) double bonds are virtually 
isolated double bonds (1.31 (2) and 1.34 (1) A, respectively) as 
is the C(12)-N(13) double bond (1.27 (1) A).6 Furthermore 
conjugation is insignificant between the C(2)-C(3) double bond 
and the /3-lactam ring system (C(2)-N(l) 1.40 (1) A). The 
/3-lactam ring is close to perpendicular to the plane of the in-
dolenine system, the dihedral angle C(14)-C(19)-C(20)-C(21) 
is 120 (1)°. The distance between the imidazole N(7) and the 
carbonyl O in the ethyl acetate is 2.82 (2) A indicating a strong 
hydrogen bond. 

Biogenetically, chartelline A seems to be composed of modified 
tryptamine and histamine residues linked via an isoprene unit. 
The biosynthesis of this new class of alkaloids is at present totally 
unexplored as is the question whether chartelline A is a true 
bryozoan metabolite or originates with some symbiotic or asso
ciated organism. The chemical and biological properties of 
chartelline A and related natural products from bryozoans are 
at present being investigated. 
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(6) The dihedral angle C(IO)-C(11)-C(12)-N(13) is 104 (I)0 and the 
torsion angle C(2)-C(3)-C(4)-N(5) is 113 (I)0. 
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With the advent of more reliable MO calculations and very fast 
experimental techniques the chemistry of biradicals has moved 
to the forefront of physical organic chemistry.2 Ideally one would 
like to know static and dynamic properties associated with bi
radicals represented by a simple polymethylene chain, CH2-
(CH2)„CH2. Presumably because of experimental difficulties, no 
direct kinetic measurements have been reported for any of its 
members. In this paper we wish to report kinetics obtained for 
a series of compounds similar to polymethylenes except that one 
of the terminal methylenes is replaced by a carbonyl group. At 
present this series comes closest to the ideal mentioned above. 

(1) Supported by NSF Grant CHE 8218164. 
(2) Reviews on recent biradical chemistry: "Biradicals"; Borden, W. T., 

Ed., Wiley: New York, 1982. Scaiano, J. C; Lissi, E. A.; Encina, M. V. Rev. 
Chem. Interned. 1978, 2, 139. Scaiano, J. C. Ace. Chem. Res. 1982,15, 252. 
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Table I 

biradical length 
disprop/ 

cycliz 
(EF/ 

EF* EFmax)102 

0.48 202 0.62 
2.4 392 2.28 

CH2(CH2)6CO (1) 1,8 100 
(CH3)2C(CH2)6CO 1,8 83 

(2) 
CH2(CHj)2CO (3) 1,7 100 (150)c 0.51 305 0.94 
CH3CH(CH2)5CO 1.7 100 0.61 334 1.47 

(4) 
(CH3)2C(CH2)sCO 1,7 130 2.0 639 3.72 

(5) 
•["''">—<CH2)2CO 1,6 77 7.0 335 1.25 

"The errors are estimated to be ±20%. 6EF, the enhancement fac
tor is defined as the ratio of the CIDNP signal intensity, /, and the 
corresponding Boltzmann equilibrated signal, P, at equal concentra
tions: 1/(1° X conversion). Conversion is the fraction of the reactant 
converted to product per laser pulse. c From a biexponential fit it can
not be stated which exponent belongs to which reaction step. Both 
exponents are listed here. 

The biradicals are generated by photolysis of cyclic ketones and 
the chemistry is represented by Scheme31. It is well established 
that intersystem crossing in ketones is very fast and that the 
cleavage occurs from a triplet state.4 In our work we measure 
the formation kinetics of the cyclic ketone and disproportionation 
products. In cases where cleavage (kd) is fast relative to the sum 
of the biradical decay rates, this yields directly the lifetime r of 
the biradical (1/r = Ic1 + Ic2). 

The experimental technique used is based on NMR detected 
laser flash photolysis recently developed in this laboratory.5 The 
method, an extension of CIDNP spectroscopy, samples the nuclear 
magnetization of the products formed after a time interval r' 
between the laser pulse initiating the chemistry and the rf probing 
pulse. Only the magnetization of the diamagnetic products formed 
during r' contributes to the spectrum. With our present equip
ment, operating at 60 MHz with a flip angle of 7° we are able 
to measure lifetimes as short as 25 ns.6 The advantage over faster 
optically detected flash photolysis lies in more positive product 
identification and the independence of the presence of a strong 
chromophore in the biradical. 

The lifetime T of the biradicals 1, 2, and 4-6 were obtained 
by fitting the formation rates of the products with a single ex-

(3) Norrish Type I generated phenyl substituted biradicals have been 
studied by flash photolysis by: Caldwell, R. A.; Sakuragi, H.; Majima, T. /. 
Am. Chem. Soc. 1984, 106, 2471. 

(4) Heine, H. G.; Hartmann, W.; Kory, D. R.; Magyar, J. G.; Hoyle, E. 
C; McVey, J. K.; Lewis, F. D. J. Org. Chem. 1974, 39, 691. 

(5) Closs, G. L.; Miller, R. J. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1979, 101, 1639; 1981, 
103, 3586. Closs, G. L.; Sitzmann, E. V. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1981,103, 3217. 
Miller, R. J.; Closs, G. L. Rev. Sci. Instrum. 1981, 52, 1876. 

(6) Deconvolution for the finite rf pulse width was accomplished by fitting 
the signal intensities to /(/) = f°°0 ic(t) J", FitS) d< dt where T' is the delay 
between the laser pulse and the center of the rf pulse, c(t) is the product 
concentration and F(t,r') is the shape function of the rf pulse envelop. 
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ponential.7 This requires that the formation of the biradical is 
much faster than its decay (kd » 1/r). This assumption was 
checked by Stern-Volmer quenching experiments on the triplet 
states of the precursor ketones. With the exception of cyclo-
heptanone all triplets have lifetimes of substantially less than 10 
ns. The lifetime of 3 was obtained by fitting the data to a double 
exponential. 

The results are summarized in Table I. The observed biradical 
lifetimes are relatively long and show not much variation within 
the series. As might be expected, branching of the alkyl end of 
the biradical increases the disproportionation to cyclization ratio. 
Although the structural variation within the series is not large, 
the small differences in T and the long lifetimes suggest that the 
kinetics are controlled by spin dynamics.8 

The last two columns in Table I give previously unavailable 
information on the mechanism of intersystem crossing in biradicals. 
To elaborate, it should be pointed out that in the absence of a 
magnetic field the eigenstates of biradicals of the type included 
here are close to pure singlets and triplets because the mixing 
interactions, Vst, are small compared to the singlet-triplet energy 
gap, U? Time-dependent perturbation theory predicts the in
tersystem crossing rate constant (kst) to be proportional to 

*(M) * K2Z(VJ + J1) 

An external magnetic field, B0 (in our experiments B0 = 1.41 T), 
changes this for two of the three triplet levels to 

* . . *« Kt2/[Vsl
2 +(2J^gPB0)

2] 

where /3 is the Bohr magneton and g the electron g factor. Since 
J is dependent on the conformation of the biradical which is itself 
time dependent, it can be seen that the rate is a complex function 
of the conformational dynamics, the magnitude of the field that 
determines the energy gap between the triplet levels and the singlet, 
and the magnitude of F8,.

10 

The last column of Table I lists the measured enhancement 
factors, EF for the disproportionation products as fractions of their 
maxima. Here EFmax is the computed enhancement obtained for 
a hypothetical biradical in which T+-S and all nuclear spin-in
dependent mixing processes are negligible. The magnitude of 
EFmax is dependent on the number of protons carrying hyperfine 
interaction and, within the model, is independent of / . The results 
show that hyperfine interactions provide only a small fraction of 
the singlet-triplet mixing, with the major components coming from 
other mechanisms.12 Two-center spin orbit coupling at the point 
of ring closure induced by the presence of an acyl function is a 
likely contributor.9 Within the series, the importance of the 
hyperfine mechanism increases with increased branching as ev
idence by a rise in EF/EFm a v This presumably reflects a larger 
hyperfine interaction in the branched compounds. Also, the im
portance of hyperfine-induced mixing is less in the 1,8 series than 
in the 1,7 series, in agreement with previous studies.9 

In conclusion, it should be pointed out that the relatively long 
lifetime of triplet biradicals must be attributed to the poor energy 
match of singlet and triplet levels rather than to a lack of mixing 
interactions. It can be easily shown that for a radical pair in which 
triplet and singlet are strictly degenerate, the hyperfine interactions 
of typical alkyl radicals alone are large enough to cause intersystem 
crossing in less than 10 ns. We have confirmed this by attempting 

(7) The signal intensity in the 1,8 biradicals at early times in not pro
portional to the product formation because the triplet sublevels react with 
different rates and give different polarization patterns. This has been taken 
into account and will be explained in detail in a separate publication. 

(8) This conclusion has been expressed previously by: Scaiano, J. C. 
Tetrahedron 1982, 38, 819. 

(9) Closs, G. L. Adv. Magn. Res. 1974, /,157. Closs, G. L. NATO Adv. 
Study Inst. Ser., Ser. C 1979, 34, 225. 

(10) The CIDNP spectra resulting from these dynamics have been modeled 
by: de Kanter, F. J. J.; den Hollander, J. A.; Huizer, A. H.; Kaptein, R. MoI. 
Phys. 1977, 34, 857. Doubleday, C, Jr. Chem. Phys. Lett. 1981, 77, 131; 
1982, 85, 65. 

(11) Nuclear spin independent processes are assumed to be negligibly small 
for the calculation of EFmaI. 

(12) This conclusion has been anticipated in ref 9 and by: de Kanter, F. 
J. J.; Kaptein, R. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1982, 104, 4759. 

to measure the geminate radical recombination resulting from the 
photolysis of dibenzyl ketone. The process is complete in less than 
25 ns, the present time resolution of our experiment.6 
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The reaction of dihydrogen with coordinately unsaturated 
16-electron metal complexes in low oxidation states commonly 
leads to oxidative addition, a concerted process in which both 
hydrogen atoms are bound to the metal.1 This process is often 
reversible, and reductive elimination of dihydrogen is also a 
common process. Only rarely have examples of hydrogen atom 
transfer from one metal to another been observed,2 and cases in 
which two hydrogen atoms are transferred are even rarer.3"5 We 
present here evidence for the direct transfer of dihydrogen from 
rhenium to rhenium and rhenium to iridium. 

In 1980, Ephritikhine and Felkin reported the preparation of 
CpRe(PPh3)2H2 by treatment of Re(PPh3)2H7 with a slight excess 
of cyclopentadiene in THF.6 The reaction was reported to proceed 
to completion in 15 min at 60 0C. Recently, we have found that 
Re(PPh3)2H7 reacts with cyclopentadiene in THF (1:4 v/v) at 
25 0C to give (7)4-C5H6)Re(PPh3)2H3 (1) in high yield (eq I).7 

Re(PPh3I2H7. 0 - i ^ P h 3 P ^ R
( ^ P P h 3 (1) 

excess H H H 
1 

Compound 1, isolated as colorless crystals, only slowly undergoes 
loss of dihydrogen at 60 ° C to produce the dihydride complex 
CpRe(PPh3)2H2 (2) (r1/2 = 100 min). The reluctance of 1 to 
undergo conversion to 2 at 60 0C seemed to rule out this species 
as an intermediate in the reaction of cyclopentadiene with Re-
(PPh3)2H7 under the conditions employed by Ephritikhine and 
Felkin. 

'Alfred P. Sloan Fellow, 1984-1986. 
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